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Synopsis

This play is a fantasy piece that ' brings to life'  the subjects of a pencil 
drawing that is mistakenly included as an exhibit in the art section of a 
village flower show.  The drawing features two senior adults and is labelled 
' Soul Mates.'

Annie, an ambitious but unfulfilled woman is surprised to find herself in an 
awkward situation with Bert, a complete stranger, who claims to be her 
soul mate.

As they are completely inseparable they have no option but to get along 
with each other. 

When they start to relax and find comfort in friendship fate takes a hand 
and Bert is forced to confess to Annie that they are destined to bring fame 
and fortune to the village community who, like the rest of the world, are 
coping with the 2020 pandemic.
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Setting                A room in a village hall in late July 2020

Characters          Annie                                                                                           

                            Bert

                            Male Steward

                            Female Steward (also doubling as a judge.)

Furniture            A small bench or two small chairs.      

Props                   2 Trestle tables and 1 smaller table.

                            Several pieces of colourful framed paintings.

                            1 very large self supporting 'picture frame'

                            1 bottle of sanitiser or bleach

                            A camera with flashlight.

( Bert and Annie need to sit as close as possible to allow their perfectly 
coordinated black, grey and white clothing to appear intermingled.  Bert's 
hands are hidden from view.  He is resting his head on Annie's shoulder and 
smiling contentedly. Annie is sleeping. They remain very still for a few 
seconds then Annie stirs and opens her eyes.)

Bert           (Sitting up straight)   Hello Sleepy head.  

     

Annie        (Looking surprised)   Do I know you?

Bert           I'm Bert.  At your service my lady. 

Annie        Should we be sitting this close?  Is that allowed now?

Bert           It is if we are from the same household like us.
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Annie        (Absentmindedly)  Oh right, so no social distancing then.........Hang on

                  a minute....I was on my own when all this kicked off. 

                  I don't remember you being around when I got locked down.

Bert           Ah well that's because I came later.  Apparently you needed a soul 

                 mate, so it was decided that I should join you, to serve the purpose so

                  to speak.

Annie        Serve the purpose!  Serve the purpose!  Whatever do you mean?  You

                  can't just call a person a soul mate to " Serve a purpose."

Bert           Steady on my dear, it wasn't down to me.  I didn't have a choice.

                  Sorry to disappoint but it looks like we will have to make the best of 

                  it;  for now anyway

Annie        Huh!  What is the world coming to?

Bert           Actually I was quite enjoying the thought of being your soul mate.

                  Made me feel good.  Really good.  (Sigh)   I might have guessed it

                  wouldn't last.  I ask you " Why would someone as beautiful as you want

                  to be in a meaningful relationship with someone like me?"

Annie        Exactly ! 

Bert           (Looking sad)  Oh! that hurt.  You didn't have to agree with me quite so 

                  readily.

Annie       (Flustered)  Oh  dear!  I am so sorry, that was really unkind.  Not like 

                 me at all.  Please don't be offended.  You gave me such a shock you see.

                 So unexpected.  I mean it's not everyday that one wakes up to find that
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                 one has acquired a soul mate.

Bert          It's okay.  I can understand how you might find it unsettling.  On the

                 other hand, if you give me a chance, you might find it comforting to have 

                 a companion to help the time go by. 

Annie       Hmm!  I suppose it would be good to have someone to talk to again.

                 Perhaps you should tell me a bit about yourself, to see if we have 

                 anything in common.

Bert          Well as it turns out I have carefully considered our situation.  I have 

                  had lots of time to think about our compatibility while you were 

                  sleeping.  One thing I can say for sure, is that the person responsible for 

                  us being here obviously meant us to be together forever.  In fact I would

                  go so far as to say, that actually, they made us inseparable !

Annie        Forever is a long time.....  Inseparable ?  What do you mean inseparable?

                 ( Looking down and studying their clothing )

                 Oh !  I get your drift.  It is difficult to tell where I finish and you begin.

Bert          Exactly !  Brilliantly done I must say.

Annie        ( Making up a name for herself ) I'm Annie....um...Fitzgerald....

                 Annie Louisa Fitzgerald.

Bert          Please to meet you Annie.  I would offer to shake your hand if I could

                 but both mine seem to be tucked away out of sight.

Annie       Think yourself lucky, at least you won't have to keep washing them.
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Bert          You are right of course, but sadly it meant that I could not join in with

                 the clapping for the NHS either.

Annie       Never mind I am sure you would have done so if you were able to.

Bert          Absolutely !  They certainly deserved it.  Still do in my opinion.

                 Anyway, back to us and our situation.  So, Annie Louisa Fitzgerald

                 I hope you can accept that we are destined to enjoy a very close

                 relationship.  I mean with a name like yours you must be a very classy

                 lady, whereas I on the other hand........well I am just plain Bert.

Annie       Yes well.....it appears that fate has brought us together so I guess we

                 have no option but to go along with it.

                 (  Looking down and fingering her skirt )   All I will say is, this is 

                 taking being ' joined at the hip'  to a whole new level !

Bert          (Laughing)  That's the ticket !  See the funny side of it.  No point in

                 getting downhearted.

Annie       No point at all.  It is what it is, as they say.  In any case we don't

                 have anywhere to go any time soon do we ?

Bert          That's right.  We can just sit here, enjoy the moment and spend time 

                 getting to know each other better.  I don't have much history myself

                 but I can't wait to hear all about your life story.

Annie       Well to be honest I am not sure there is much to tell really.

                 I know I started out as a doodle on a telephone note pad.  My fate was

                 in the hands of the doodler and the possibilities were endless, but he 

                 became distracted and left me without a clue to my real identity.
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                 With a little bit of imagination from him I could have been so much

                 more.  So I told myself that one day I could and would aspire to great

                 heights..... Well a girl can dream can't she?  In anycase, as it was, my

                 creator must have seen potential in me.  He didn't just discard me in 

                 the bin at the end of his telephone conversation.  He stuck me on the 

                 refrigerator door where I spent a couple of years relying on a fridge 

                 magnet called Benidorm to prop me up.  Beni was really beautiful, 

                 his personality positively glowed.  Sea, sand, palm trees, dolphins and 

                 tropical fish, an absolute joy of azure blues, gold and greens.

Bert          Sounds wonderful.

Annie       It was and what's more I felt like I was part of a very select society.

Bert          How come ?

Annie       I was surrounded by other magnificent fridge magnets, all upliftingly 

                 cheerful and friendly.  They were all very proud to have been specially

                 chosen and each had their own story to tell.

                 Exotic holidays, quotes from intellects, classic car collections, vintage

                 wines, there was even a huge multicoloured parrot that kept us all

                 entertained when the household were sleeping.  He had us in stitches

                 repeating phrases he had picked up during the day.

Bert          Brilliant  What a hoot.  I am loving this, tell me more please.

Annie        It was great.  They treated me like one of their own and life was so

                 good.   Then one day the whole kitchen suddenly reeked of bleach and

                 we were all stripped from the fridge door and separated.  There was 

                 a lot of conversations going on about lockdowns, furloughs, sanitisers
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                 and Coronavirus, words I had never heard before.

                 The magnets, including the parrot, were put in a kitchen drawer and

                 I was put into something called a sketch book and placed on a shelf

                 in the lounge.  I never saw my friends again.  I was isolated in

                 complete darkness.

Bert          That's awful, I am so sorry to hear this.

Annie       Actually, considering how others have suffered, it wasn't that bad.

                 I could still hear what was going on, the radio was left on most of the 

                 day, so I found out all about the pandemic and the heroes, the NHS

                 and others who were keeping the population safe and well fed.

                 After a while the news became very worrying and depressing so I

                 think I just went into hibernation for a while.  My memory is very

                 limited after that, but I did get to realise that life for everyone was 

                 never going to be the same again.  Any hopes of a life beyond the 

                 sketch book were put out of my mind and all I did was sleep and yet

                 here I am.  I hardly recognise myself, I have got so much bigger.

                 I mean I was definitely not this size when I was on the fridge door.

                 I have no idea how I got here, I must have slept through it all.

Bert          You were in a really sound sleep when I arrived.  I thought you were 

                 never going to wake up.  Glad you did.  We are going to have a great

                 future together.

Annie       It would be nice to think so, but right now would you mind if I just

                 rested in silence for a while.  All this talking has fair worn me out.

Bert          As you wish my dear.
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                         (Bert and Annie return to their original pose )

( Stewards enter with 2 trestle tables and set them up on either side of Bert and Annie.  
They socially distance throughout.  Several pieces of very colourful landscape painting 
are displayed on one table. The table is labelled 86A.

Several equally colourful still life paintings are displayed on the other table. The table is 
labelled 86B.    A smaller table is set up in front of Bert and Annie and labelled 86C.    A 
large frame is strategically placed to surround Bert and Annie.)

Female     It's sad to see so few entries isn't it?  The craft section is just as sparse

                Only a fraction of the numbers we usually get.

Male        Any hope of 2020 being a bumper year soon went out of the window 

                when the virus took over.  Planning ahead became non-existent for 

                most of the regulars.  Luckily a few carried on regardless otherwise we 

                would not have had a show at all.

Female    Carrying on with that 'do or die' attitude obviously didn't suit

                everyone but you can't blame them can you?  I mean a remote flower

                show in today's situation hardly warrants the same amount of time 

                and effort does it?  The socialising is a huge part of a normal show.

                The friendly bantering waiting for the results and the endless cups of

                tea and cakes served up by the W I ladies.

Male        What about the WI how are they coping ?  I mean they must have been

                surviving for months without a single rendition of Jerusalem.  

                Imagine that !   Joking aside though, so many events have been 

                cancelled and left huge holes in everyone's social calender.

Female    I wonder how people have been filling their time.

Male        Well if our house is anything to go by I can tell you there aren't enough 
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                hours in the day.  A hive of activity it is, twenty four seven.  There's our

                Sheila glued to her sewing machine still making scrubs for the NHS.

                The twins have set up an obstacle race course for their pet rabbits, in 

                the lounge of all places.  Cheeky little beggers are even taking bets on

                them through face time!   Then to cap it all, Jane is turning every 

                domestic chore under the sun into a personalised daily workout.

Female    Eh ?

Male        Don't ask.  You have to see it to believe it.

Female    Oh !  I believe it alright.  If you ask me the whole country has gone 

                excercise mad.  The state of some of the new joggers that pass by my

                house in the morning is enough to put you off your breakfast.

Male        Apparently even Boris is doing press ups in a mad panic to get fit.

Female    Yes and that's definitely not a pretty sight.  Down on all fours with his

                crazy thatch one end and his saggy bottom the other end, it makes me 

                wonder what else he will come up with.

Male        Who knows ?  As long as he doesn't start wearing a toga and playing 

                a fiddle.  Now that would be worrying. ( Turning to the art displays)  

               Talking about pretty sights, i love some of these.  I don't quite know what to

                make of this one though.  (Indicating Bert and Annie) Bit of a mystery really. 

                No-one remembers it being dropped off.  No name, no signature and the artist

                obviously did not know about the framing rules.  I hope whoever it belongs to

                will appreciate that we had to improvise by adding the only large 

                frame available.  What do you think ?
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Female    Soul Mates,  nice title.  The drawing is really good, very lifelike and

                they look the part, but this frame is not doing it any favours. It looks

                like it's come from a bargain basement.  ( Finds a price label)

               Thought so (Reads label )  Sue Ryder  £1.75

Male       Wow !  Cheap as chips.

Female    Cheaper !  Still it will have to do, we have done our best, beggars 

                can't be choosers.

Male        It won't go down well with the judges.  I can hear them now

                "Presentation, presentation, presentation"  The art judges are the 

                most picky out of all of them, they don't miss a thing.

Female    Eyes like hawks !  Still maybe they will be kiind this year and make

                allowances.  After all it is only a mini show compared to our normal 

                turn out and they will still get their usual fixed fee.  With so few

                entries it won't take them long to choose the 1st 2nd and 3rd places 

                for each category and then they will leave.   I expect you are looking 

                forward to doing all the photography and making the videos to put online later.

Male        I am,  I don't usually get the chance.  Every cloud as they say.

                I will leave this sanitiser on the table.  With the toilets and kitchen

                out of bounds it's the least we can do.  I hope the judges have 

                remembered to bring their own refreshments.

Female    I don't want to be late home I have a Sainsbury delivery booked.

               What a performance that is.  Every tin, bottle, jar and package lined

               up and disinfected as soon as it gets over my doorstep, but you can't

               bleach everything can you ?  I swear I am getting so paranoid I am
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               going to end up with OCD.

               On a lighter note, did I tell you that I am making my own bread now

               making pizzas too.  Getting back to basics.  The kids are fascinated, 

               trying out different toppings and loving it, so well worth the effort.

               (Checking her mobile phone)   Crikey is that the time?  We better get 

               a move on, we still have to oversee the flower arranging entries.  I 

               hope they have left their space clean and tidy.

Male       I will do that, you get off now.  What time do I need to open up to

               let the judges in?

Female   2 o'clock sharp.  They will be here on the dot.

Male       Okay I will pop home for a quick bite then come straight back to 

               have a final check before they arrive.  Bye for now, love to the family

               stay safe.

              ( Stewards exit in opposite directions )

Annie     Bert wake up, something's happened, something's happened.

Bert        Okay old girl, don't get your knickers in a twist.  What is it?

Annie     We've got company and what's more we have been framed.

Bert        Framed ? (Looking up and around )  So we have.  Well I never,

               who would have thought it?  How exciting !  Today is turning out to 

               be a really good day.  Not only do I have a lovely soul mate but I

               now get to share a frame with her and show her off to the public.

Annie     Show me off ?  I don't think so, thank you very much. 
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               Did you not hear what they said ?

Bert        Who ?  Who said what ?

Annie     They were stewards I think, they were talking about judges and 

               exhibits and frames.  Well one frame in particular actually.

               A second hand frame from a charity shop that cost just £ 1.75.

               They said the judges would not be impressed.

               What's going on?  Where are we Bert ?

Bert        Calm down my old china it's nothing to get so het up about.  

                It's clear to me that we are now participating in the village flower show.

               We have been included as an exhibit in the art section,

                immortalised as soul mates.  How cool is that ?

Annie      Immortalised ? (Warming to the idea )     A piece of art you say. 

                Do you mean like a statue.......in marble maybe ?

Bert         No, not a marble statue.

Annie      Bronze?

Bert         No not bronze.

Annie      A wood carving ?

Bert         No not a wood carving.

Annie      Oils ?
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Bert         No not an oil painting

Annie      Acrylics, watercolours ?

Bert         No

Annie      I give up, just tell me.

Bert         We will have to be ourselves, just as we are.

Annie      And what, tell me, is that ?

Bert         A monochrome in graphite.

Annie      Graphite !  OMG  Can the day get any worse ?

Bert         What is the matter?  You're not allergic are you ?

Annie      Of course not, Im am just really disappointed.  I thought for a

                minute that I was, at last, getting an opportunity to shine........

                to live my dream..........to achieve my goal........to be a winner...

                to be applauded and remembered for all time.....

Bert         ( Interrupting )  Blimey just listen to yourself.  Have you ever 

                thought about going on the stage ?

Annie      Now who's being unkind?  It's alright for you.  You haven't been

                around as long as me.  As you said you came later with a definite

                role to fulfil, whereas I, on the other hand, have spent many

                hours in isolation and without any knowledge of what my intended
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                purpose might be.

Bert         Sorry Annie, I was only joking.  Please go on, you talk, I'll listen.

Annie      It is difficult to explain without sounding like a drama queen 

                especially as, at the moment, you are my soul mate in name only.

                We haven't had time to build on our relationship.

Bert         That's true but I promise to do my best ( Grinning widely and drawing

                attention to his ears. )  Look I'm all ears, but don't hold it against me, it runs in 

               the family.

Annie     (Laughing )   You are funny.  I think you might be good for me.

Bert        I hope so.  So tell me what is troubling you.

Annie     As you pointed out, it appears we are to be an exhibit in a flower show.

              We have to sit here and be scrutinised by the judges and then

              photographs and videos will be posted on line for everyone to see.

Bert        Sounds good.

Annie     Well it might have escaped your notice but.............

                      As we sit here by this table.....            In our simple black and white 

                     There's a huge array of colours........   To the left and to the right.

                     So much talent all around us .......     And across the room there's more

                     All hoping for distinction.........           Or to get a well earned score. 

                        

                Am I right ?
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Bert        Hey !  Very poetically put and yes you are right.

Annie     (Smiling )  I do that sometimes, it sort of comes naturally.

               Anyway, back to what I was saying.....

               Beautiful paintings of beautiful subjects all around and then there's us, 

               slap bang in the middle, looking tired and old and grey and you think this 

               is good........Really ?

              There's no signature and what's more we are sitting in a second hand frame 

              that cost £1. 75 from a charity shop.  Hardly something to get excited about.  

              Quite the reverse in fact. 

              I have to get out of here before I die of embarrassment.

Bert       Oh I am sorry you feel like that because there is nothing I can do about it right

              now.  Sadly my hands are tied, well maybe not actually tied but certainly not

              workable at the moment.

              If it is any consolation we do seem to be in a category on our own, 86 C, so we

              should get the top place for this section automatically.

Annie    There's no glory in that is there ?  Fine pair we are.  I dread to think what 

              people are going to say about us.  I haven't had  my hair touched up in months 

              and I have gained an extra chin during lockdown.  No make-up, not even a fake

             tan.  I have never felt less attractive than I do now.

Bert      You look lovely to me, you are a natural beauty, you don't need make-up.

Annie    Be honest Bert, the truest words to describe us both at the moment is 'faded'

              'well worn'  or maybe 'weathered.'   I ask you what more can we expect if all

              we are is a monochrome in graphite with a considerable amount of wear and   

              tear.  Immortality ?  I don't think so, all it would take is a tussle with

              a putty-rubber and 'POOF ' we are history !
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Bert       I would never let that happen.  Stop worrying and just enjoy the

              experience.  We will be laughing about this tomorrow.

Annie    Oh yes ! And you can guarantee that can you ?

Bert       As a matter of fact I can.

Annie    You are just saying that to make me feel better.

Bert      You don't know me very well, I always tell the truth.  I can assure you

             that not only are you going to feel better about yourself very soon but

             by tomorrow you will be a celebrity and have everything you have yearned for.

Annie    I will ?  

Bert      ( Speaking slowly )  You  will  be  and  I quote...

             " applauded and remembered for all time "  just as you wanted to be.

Annie     What just by being an exhibit in a pared down village flower show ?

Bert        Just by being in a flower show that will go viral on the internet.

               Trust me..... You can bank on it !    

               By tomorrow the news of our portraits will spread faster than Tesco sold out of 

               toilet rolls.

Annie     Why will it go viral ?  What are you not telling me ? 

Bert        It's a secret.  I am not supposed to tell anyone.
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Annie      What not even your soul mate ?

Bert         Okay, okay, so to cut a long story short let me put it this way......

                A famous artist who is also a practical joker leaves an unsigned work of art in a 

               village hall as a charitable donation.  Hidden in the art and invisible to the

               naked eye is a well known insignia that will become permanently visible the 

               first time the art is photographed, which may not happen for sometime.

               However,  it is mistakenly entered into the art competition at the village 

               flower show.   Which means my dearest that as soon as the photographer

               arrives and takes our photo it will be.........

               Flash, Bang, Wallop, what a picture!

               Job's done, the cat is out of the bag and all we have to do is sit here and enjoy

               the fun.

Annie     That's amazing,  but who would do that ?  Now let me think...........

              ( Light bulb moment! )  Wow!   You don't mean................

Bert       (Interrupting )  Button up, someone's coming.

               ( Bert and Annie quickly adopt their original pose )

               ( The  male steward enters talking on his mobile phone.)

Steward        Yes I am there now......... No, just because there is only one entry in

                      86C  doesn't mean it will automatically get a first place.

                      You know what they are like.  If there is an opportunity to mark down

                      they will do it.................Stop worrying about it, we've done our best.

                      Okay see you later............Bye.

                     ( After a brief look around the steward exits. )

                     (Bert and Annie sit up)

Annie           This could be embarrassing.  If what you say is true and the judges
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                    mark us down how are we going to feel?  More importantly how are they

                    going to feel when they discover the truth ?

Bert             Don't you go worrying your pretty little head about them, they have tough

                    skins,  it won't bother them.  Anyway, who knows, if they really are the 

                    experts they claim to be perhaps they will smell a rat !

Annie          Smell a rat?  Oh!  I see what you did there.  Excellent and let's hope it's

                   one swinging on a rainbow and clapping for the NHS.

Bert            That's my girl.

                   (Bert and Annie settle into their original pose)

                   ( The female judge enters and picks a 1st 2nd and 3rd from the

                     paintings on both the 86A and 86B tables.  

                   The Soul Mates on 86C are given a 2nd place ) 

                  ( The judge exits , Bert and Annie relax )

Bert            So that's it then Annie.  She's done it.  Please don't be upset.

Annie         It's alright Bert I'm fine, in fact...............

                   I am not at all embarrassed.....  I have had a change of heart,

                  After all it's not about the winning..... It's about the taking part.

Bert           That's lovely my lovely

              (Bert and Annie return to their original pose as the male steward enters with 

                his camera complete with flashlight.)

                       

Bert          Hold tight Annie, here he comes, we have lift off !

(The steward stands directly in front of Bert and Annie with his back to the audience to 
take the photograph.  There is a flash and the steward spins on his heels to face the 
audience with a look of utter bewilderment on his face. )
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                   ( A short burst of suitable music as curtain closes. )

                                              The End.
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